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Narrative or creative non-fiction deals in facts but tells them like fictions. Unlike journalism, academic writing
or how-to books, narrative or creative non-fiction experiments with writing techniques common to novels.
Five Tips for Writing Fantastic Non-Fiction | Scottish
Description : ""Write Fantastic Non-fiction and get it Published"" is designed specifically for you, if you want to
turn your idea into a book. If you're wondering where to start, this book clearly explains how to select a
subject, hone your research skills, explore different genres and styles and edit your work.
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Read "Write Fantastic Non-fiction - and Get It Published Master the art of journalism, memoir, blogging and
writing non-fiction" by Claire Gillman with Rakuten Kobo. ""Write Fantastic Non-fiction and get it Published""
is designed specifically for you, if you want t...
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Creative Non-Fiction Writing 'If people cannot write well, they cannot think well, and if they cannot think well,
others will do their thinking for them.'-- George Orwell OVERVIEW Creative Writing is divided into three six
weeks units that cover Non-fiction, Fiction and Poetry. Non-fiction is a good place to begin because students
can use personal
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